Abstract--In this paper we present a multi-agent algorithm for the frequency assignment problem in cellular radio networks. The algorithm, that has been successfully applied to GSM networks, efficiently assigns frequencies to each radio cell satisfying the constraints given by a compatibility matrix.
I. INTRODUCTION
The frequency assignment problem for a cellular network has been thoroughly discussed in the literature owing, in part, to the important economic repercussions that it has for network operators. The largest outlay to be confronted by an operator is the license fee for the allocation of the radio frequency spectrum. As this spectrum is limited, the profitability of the network will depend on the number of stations required to satisfy the user demand.
In the design of a cellular mobile communication system, a region is divided into a series of cells, each one covered by a base station. Each station can also have more than one transmitter-receiver (also called a transceiver or simply transmitter). Each transmitter works at a certain frequency and the same frequency can be used in different cells (allowing a reduction in the number of base stations required and in the overall cost of the installation). However, the reuse of the same frequency in different cells is limited by the maximum tolerable interference between cells. The frequency assignment problem consists of finding an assignment (for each transmitter) that satisfies certain traffic requirements, using the smallest possible number of frequencies and considering the interference constraints (a frequency has one or more channels, depending on whether the system is FDMA or FD/TDMA). The problem discussed here is a problem of optimization, and has evident economic repercussions. shown [1] to be more effective than simulated annealing or genetic algorithms for the bipartite subgraph problem (an instance of graph coloring). We compare its performance with simulated annealing using data from GSM networks in operation in Spain.
This paper is organized as follows: The frequency assignment problem is approached in the next section in terms of a graph coloring problem. In Section III, we describe a method for solving this problem based on a multi-agent system (ants algorithm). In Sections IV and V we delimit the solution to the problem by generating upper bounds through sequential assignment methods, and introducing a new algorithm (worms) which gives lower bounds through the search of cliques. Finally, in Sections VI and VII we discuss the implementation of the algorithms and we present the results obtained for real GSM networks.
II. THE FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
A cellular network can be described by a weighted graph where the nodes correspond to the cells or the transmitters (if each cell has more than one transmitter) and the edges join nodes corresponding to adjacent cells or transmitters in the network. The weight of the edges (0, 1, 2, etc.) represents the separation that the frequencies corresponding to the cells or transmitters should keep between each other to prevent interference. In this context, the frequency assignment problem may be seen as a graph coloring problem, which consists in assigning colors (i.e. frequencies) to the nodes (0, 1, 2, etc.) so that the separation between the colors of any pair of nodes (defined as the absolute value of their difference) is at least the weight of the edge joining them.
The frequency assignment problem is characterized by a compatibility matrix, a requirement vector and a fixed frequency plan.
The compatibility or constraints matrix is a matrix whose elements give the separation that should exist between the frequencies corresponding to the cell row and the cell column. This separation is represented by a natural number with values 0, 1, 2, etc. A 0 means that the two cells hardly interfere and therefore the same frequency may be reused. In this case, transmitters located in each cell can share the same frequency. A 1 implies that the transmitters located in these cells must use frequencies that maintain a minimum separation of one unit. That is, co-channel interference between the two transmitters is unacceptable but interference of adjacent channels is allowed. This situation corresponds to neighboring or border cells in radio terms. A 2 or a higher number means that these cells must use frequencies separated by at least two units. This is usually required for frequencies in the same cell, depending of the base station equipment. Two cells or transmitters are adjacent (neighbor nodes) if their frequency separation is greater or equal than one.
The compatibility matrix must be constructed with extreme precision so that it reflects the real network as closely as possible. The quality of the service will depend greatly on the precision of this matrix, since it controls the frequencies that are assigned. A badly estimated constraint (0 instead of 1) may cause interference if the solution involves the reuse of the same frequency in affected cells, causing an obvious degradation of the service. The compatibility matrix is therefore the most critical parameter for solving the problem.
The criteria used to obtain the compatibility matrix may vary according to the use of certain features of the system such as dynamic power control, discontinuous transmission and frequency hopping, which are characteristic of GSM networks. Different matrices can also be considered, one for broadcasting frequencies or beacons (radiated continually at maximum power from the base station) and a less intense one for traffic frequencies (only radiated when there is a conversation underway at medium power). It is advisable to be conservative in applying contraints.
The requirement vector indicates the number of frequencies to be used in each cell. This variable will depend on the population index and the total number of subscribers, the average traffic generated at peak time and the grade of service of the network.
Finally, the fixed frequency plan consists of a set of predetermined frequencies that cannot be modified in the frequency assignment when the network is extended with new stations or transmitters. Sometimes it is not possible to establish a new design under the constraints of the fixed frequency plan. In these cases the network is redesigned after freeing some frequencies until a correct assignment is obtained. Tables 1 and 2 correspond to a compatibility matrix, a requirement vector and a fixed frequency plan of a GSM network in operation at the Balearic Islands at the time of this study. Note that the upper triangle of the compatibility matrix of Table 1 only contains zeros, since it is assumed that the matrix is symmetrical (thanks to a previous symmetrization: constraint(i,j) = max(constraint(i,j), constraint(j,i)). Also, all the elements of the main diagonal have a value of 2. This means that the separation between the frequencies of the different transmitters in the same cell must be at least 2. A -99 in the fixed frequency plan vector means that the frequency is free, and a value between 0 and S-1 should be understood as the fixed value for this frequency.
The frequency assignment problem P considered here can be formulated in the following way: given a set X of n cells, a compatibility n×n-matrix C=(c ij ), a requirement n-vector R=(r i ) and a fixed frequency plan q-vector F'=(f' i ), where q = Σ i r i is the total number of transmitters, find the frequency plan q-vector F=(f i ) compatible with C, R and F', using the minimum range of frequencies S(P), see [3] .
The above problem can be considered in terms of another approach P' which is even wider in scope: given a set X of cells, a compatibility matrix C, a requirement vector R, a fixed frequency plan F' and a specified range of frequencies S, find the frequency plan F that minimizes the number of unfulfilled constraints, quantified according to the following cost function: ' . where i' and j' are respectively the cells where the transmitter i and the transmitter j are located. That is, a node (or transmitter) i does not comply with a constraint when connected to a node j by an edge with weight c i'j' it is assigned a frequency at a separation of less than c i'j' of the frequency of node j. The cost function k is the sum of all the unfulfilled constraints for each of the nodes or transmitters in the network. P' can be defined as the quintuple P' = (X, R, C, F' , S).
III. THE ANTS ALGORITHM
The frequency assignment problem described in the previous section is an NP-complete problem [4] : when the size of the graph increases, the execution time of an algorithm capable of solving the problem can be assumed to grow exponentially. This means that the problem is practically unsolvable for real networks and that approximate algorithmic methods (able to obtain solutions close to the absolute minimum in a reasonable calculation time) must be used in practical applications. The research carried out include 1 sequential assignment methods, exhaustive search, simulated annealing [2, 9] , tabu search, genetic algorithms [8] , greedy algorithms and hybrid methods [6, 10] . The only way to guarantee the optimum solution is an exhaustive search. Nevertheless, this is only applicable to very simple problems in which the number of nodes is small.
The ants algorithm is a multi-agent system based on the idea of parallel search. A generic version of the algorithm was proposed in [1] . Here, the algorithm is applied to the frequency assignment problem in cellular mobile telephone networks.
The mechanism of the algorithm is as follows: Initially the graph is colored at random and a given number of agents (ants) is placed on its nodes, also at random. Then the ants move around the nodes and change the coloring according to a local optimization criterion. At a given iteration each ant moves from the current node to the adjacent node with the greatest number of constraints, and replaces its color with a new color which lowers this CELL01  CELL02  CELL03  CELL04  CELL05  CELL06  CELL07  CELL08  CELL09  CELL10  CELL11  CELL12  CELL13  CELL14  CELL15  CELL16  CELL17  CELL18  CELL19  CELL20  CELL21  CELL22  CELL23  CELL24  CELL25  CELL26  CELL27  CELL28  CELL29  CELL30  CELL31  CELL32  CELL33  CELL34  CELL35   CELL01  2 This action is randomly repeated for each ant: the agent or ant moves to the worst adjacent node with a probability of p n (otherwise it moves to any other adjacent node), and assigns the best color, under probability p c (otherwise it assigns any color at random). Both probabilities are adjustable parameters. The probabilistic nature of the algorithm allows it to escape from local minima and obtain colorings close to the absolute minimum. The process is repeated until a solution fulfilling all the constraints is found or the algorithm converges. The number of ants in the algorithm is also an adjustable parameter that should increase with the diameter of the graph (maximum of the distances between pairs of nodes) .
In the same way as in an anthill, the co-ordination between different agents with simple behavior gives rise to a social structure capable of carrying out complicated tasks (such as finding the shortest route between two points), the algorithm presented here, which is based on a series of simple local actions that might be carried out in parallel, obtains restrictive graph colorings. An outline of the ants algorithm is shown in algorithmic notation. 
ANTS Algorithm
initialize put each ant on a randomly chosen node color each node at random for all nodes initialize local_cost_function end for initialize global_cost_function best_cost
IV. UPPER BOUNDS: SEQUENTIAL ASSIGNMENT METHODS
Sequential methods [5] are a simple way for solving frequency assignment problems. Nevertheless, the solutions obtained by these methods are not optimal and, as we will see later on, it is not difficult to obtain better solutions using other combinatorial optimization methods such as simulated annealing or the ants algorithm. For this reason, and also because they are quick to execute, sequential assignment methods are considered here as upper bounds for the solution of the problem, and are used as a reference for the solutions obtained by the ants algorithm.
A sequential assignment method has essentially two stages: ordering of the nodes on the graph and channel assignment.
There are several approaches to the ordering of the nodes. Among the most usual are ordering by degree and by degree reduction. The degree of the i-th cell, 1≤ i≤n, is defined as d i =Σ j r j c ij -c ii which is an approximate measure of the difficulty of assigning a frequency to cell i. In the ordering by degree, cells are arranged in descending order of degree and the result is stored in an auxiliary matrix (one row of the matrix corresponds to one cell) and each row contains the nodes or transmitters corresponding to each cell. Finally, the matrix is read by rows or by columns, resulting in two orderings of the nodes for each degree.
The ordering by degree reduction is obtained by iteration of the following steps: selection of the cell with the smallest degree which is then placed in the last position of a temporary list, removal of this cell from the graph and recalculation of the degrees for the cells of the resulting graph. As before, the worst cell in the resulting graph is placed in the penultimate position of the temporary list and is removed from the graph; the process is repeated until the removal of the last cell of the graph. As before, the classification is stored in an auxiliary matrix, yielding two classifications per color, one by rows and the other by columns.
There are also a number of channel assignment strategies. The most usual strategies are exhaustive in frequency and exhaustive in requirement. The exhaustive in frequency strategy consists of taking the first node of the list and assigning it frequency 1; taking the second node and assigning it the minimum frequency which is still compatible with the previous assignment; taking the third node and assigning it the minimum possible frequency compatible with the previous assignments; and so forth.
The exhaustive in requirement strategy consists of taking the frequency 1 and assigning it to the first node of the list and the rest of nodes of the compatible list that can also use this frequency; taking frequency 2 and assigning it to all the nodes possible of the list, beginning with the first one that is free; and so forth.
At the end, a total of 8 assignments of frequencies are obtained: DWF, DWE, DCF, DCE, RWF, RWE, RCF and RCE, depending on whether the classification is by degree or degree reduction (D/R), rows or columns (W/C), and whether the assignment strategy has been exhaustive in frequency or exhaustive in requirement (F/E). Finally, the most restrictive of these 8 assignments is chosen.
V. LOWER BOUNDS: WORMS ALGORITHM
The following are some lower bounds for the problem of coloring graphs proposed by Gamst [3] .
Let P=(X, R, C, F') be a frequency assignment problem, v a positive integer and Q a v-complete subset of X, i.e. a subset such that c ij ≥ v for all i, j ∈ Q. Assume that Q' ⊂ Q (Q' ≠ Q) exists so that c ij ≥ v'> v for all i∈Q' and j∈Q. Notice that j can also belong to Q'. Then, if ∑ i r i > 0, i ∈Q\Q', i.e. if Q\Q' is not an empty set, the following bound is proven for the problem P (where S(P) is the minimum number of frequencies required for P ):
In the event that there is no subset Q' of Q that complies with the previous condition, the bound for the problem frequency range P' is given by the formula:
Worms is a non-deterministic iterative algorithm that uses the previous results to provide a lower bound for the coloring problem. This is performed by agents (here called worms) that move around the nodes of the graph. A worm is a sequence of nodes on the graph that are all adjacent to each other (that is, with constraints greater than 0 between each other). Starting from one node of the graph, the worm goes toward the adjacent node of highest degree (i.e., toward the neighboring node that has the largest number of neighbors) with a given probability (otherwise it would move to any other node, selected at random). It then verifies whether or not the new node is adjacent to the other nodes associated with the worm. If so, the worm incorporates the new node into its chain and the search continues. If not, the worm rejects the node and goes toward another adjacent node. If, finally, it does not find any suitable adjacent node, the worm leaves all the nodes and begins a new cycle from its current location. At each iteration the algorithm updates the best bound found by applying formula [1] or [2] (with v = 1 and v' = 2) to the appropriate worms. The best bound is not always given by the largest subgraph.
The time taken by the algorithm to find the maximum bound depends greatly on the initial situation; the best strategy consists of starting as many worms as nodes in the network. Each worm would also begin its journey at a different node. Finally, the stop condition for the algorithm is defined by imposing a limited number of iterations after the point at which the most restrictive bound is found, or by establishing an initial limit on the iterations. Note that lower bounds depend on the local characteristics of the graph and therefore it is difficult to predict the general behavior of the algorithm.
From a mathematical point of view, the worm represents a clique (an 1-complete subgraph). The search for the maximum clique of a graph is, like the problem of coloring, NP-complete. In fact, the worms algorithm will not always obtain the best clique, though in practice good bounds have been found. It has been demonstrated [10, 11] that exact maximum clique algorithms can be used for problems with up to 800 cells. The following is the core of worms in algorithmic notation. Table 3 . Results obtained using ants (ANTX) and a simulated annealing algorithm (SA) for several GSM networks.
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION
We built an application called ANTX that integrates the ants algorithm, sequential assignment methods and the worms algorithm. Firstly, the application reads the parameters of the problem: the compatibility matrix, the requirement vector and a fixed frequency plan. Once the graph of the problem has been generated, a lower bound is calculated by means of the worms algorithm, and an upper bound is set using the sequential assignment method. Here the program shows the cliques found by worms, and the subgraph that includes the nodes of all the cliques. As this subgraph contains the nodes with the greatest number of constraints, it is a reliable measure of the complexity of the problem. At this point, based on the bounds provided by the previous algorithms, the user must decide the frequency range (number of colors) used to start the assignment process. This range must have a minimum value similar to the bound provided by the worms algorithm. The next step is to adjust the parameters of the algorithm: number of ants, probability p n for displacement toward the worst node and probability p c of assignment of the best color. The convergence time of the algorithm is shorter for larger values of p n and p c . This is because the index of local improvement at each iteration increases with p n and p c . However, as in this case the probability of moving from one local minimum to another is lower, the probability of ending at a local minimum increases. For the networks considered, both p n and p c were set to 0.7 while the number of ants used was 3.
The ants algorithm then attempts to obtain a coloring within the initially assigned frequency range. If after a given number of iterations it has not solved the problem, it increases the range of frequencies by one unit (one color is added), and the algorithm is executed again. The process is repeated until a coloring that complies with the constraints of the problem is obtained.
The algorithm stores the best coloring obtained in each case, that is the coloring with the lowest number of unfulfilled constraints. This is because on some occasions (according to the structure of the real network) an admissible coloring may be one that does not comply with a certain constraint, provided it is weak (the separation of two stations is 2, and the difference between the assigned frequencies is 1 and not 0). The ants algorithm uses two cost functions, the basic function k described in Section II, and an additional function t that represents the total number of the constraints that are not completed (each unfulfilled constraint between two transmitters i and j is now calculated as the difference between the allowed separation less the real difference -in absolute values-of the frequencies assigned to each station: t ij =c ij -|f i -f j | ). One assignment F 1 is considered better than another
The solution obtained by the ants algorithm is usually 10% to 15% below the best solution obtained by sequential assignment methods. However, there is a reasonable increase in the number of calculations of the ants algorithm compared to sequential assignment methods. For common problems of 50 to 300 cells and with requirements of 1 to 3 transmitters per cell, the calculation time for the ants algorithm is from a few minutes to several hours using a workstation or PC.
A classical simulated annealing, as described in [7] has been considered for the same GSM networks. Simulated annealing also requires careful tuning of its control parameters to achieve good results. Typical values considered in our implementation are: initial temperature, T 0 =0.01, 1000 iterations for a given temperature and exponential cooling rate, T k =0.9 T k-1 .
VII. RESULTS
The application ANTX was tested on several real GSM networks and it resulted in solutions that were close to the lower bounds found by the worms algorithm. They were always below the upper bounds calculated using sequential assignment methods and were obtained in reasonable execution times. Five geographical areas of the Balearic Islands and mainland Spain were studied, some of them using different requirement vectors. The data used in the tests is available upon request from the authors at UPC. The results are shown in Table 3 .
The results show, for each case, the number of cells in the network under study, the total number of transmitters required (one transmitter per cell in cases 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 and more than one for the others), the average number of neighbors per transmitter (that is, the average number of constraints between one transmitter and the others, different from 0), the lower bound found by the worms algorithm (according to formulas [1] or [2] ), the best solution obtained by the sequential assignment method, the best solution obtained by the ants and simulated annealing algorithms that fulfills all constraints (without violation) and a solution with a lower number of frequencies than the previous one but does not fulfill all the constraints (with violation, the number of constraints not fulfilled is shown in brackets). Network 3 is an extension of network 3b. Moreover, even though networks 4b and 5b have the same number of cells as 4 and 5 respectively, they do not have the same requirement vectors.
Note case 3b, in which the ants algorithm has provided an optimal solution, that is, the number of frequencies used is the same as the lower bound, 21. In cases 2, 3 and 4, the solution obtained by the ants algorithm is between the bounds obtained by worms and by the sequential assignment method. In cases 1, 4b and 5, the solution is closer to the upper bound than to the lower one, and in case 5b the solution is closer to the lower than to the upper bound.
Note also that in spite of the great difference in the number of cells in networks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, the number of frequencies required to satisfy the demand hardly varies (in these five networks there is only one transmitter per cell). The solutions all involved between 16 and 19 colors. The same is true for the bounds obtained by the worms algorithm and sequential assignment methods. This is because the complexity of the problem is not given by the number of cells but by the average number of neighbors for each transmitter. This number is similar in the first 5 cases, about 25 neighbors per transmitter, so the results are comparable.
We have also compared the ants algorithm with our implementation of simulated annealing. As is shown in Table 3 , ants outperforms or is equivalent to this implementation for 6 out of 8 GSM networks. Figure 2 also shows a running time comparison between the ants algorithm and simulated annealing. As in the ants algorithm the number of calculations depends strongly on the average number of neighbors per node, the algorithm obtains best results when this number is low (less than 35). Moreover, the ratio between the computation time for both ants algorithm and simulated annealing increases with the average number of neighbors per node (see Figure 2 ).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the assignment frequency problem for cellular networks, which is of considerable importance for operators of mobile communications services. We have presented the ants algorithm for the assignment frequency problem. The effectiveness of the algorithm was proven by applying it to a series of tests on real GSM networks and comparing the results with a standard simulated annealing. The solution to the problem was delimited by devising the worms algorithm to calculate lower bounds through the search of cliques. Sequential assignment methods were chosen to obtain upper bounds. Finally, we presented the results of applying ANTX, a tool that combines the previous algorithms, to GSM networks in operation in Spain that were different in size and had various requirements and radio characteristics. We have also shown that in networks with an average number of less than 35 neighbors per node (a common case for GSM networks), the ants algorithm works as well or better than our implementation of simulated annealing, and appears to be competitive with the best current algorithms. Finally, it should be pointed out that the use of the ants algorithm, with all the methodology for planning frequencies that it involves (generation of the compatibility matrix, assignment of frequency bands, etc.), simplifies the work of the radio frequency engineer who is regularly faced with this type of problem for a wide variety of reasons: global changes in the frequency plans, integration of new stations, growth of sectors, activation of new functions, external interference, changes in the spectrum, etc. Red 5b
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